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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a structured approach for the
development of user interfaces for the Fschlar video
browsing system, a web-based system for recording,
browsing and playback of TV programmes. The user
interface to the system was originally designed for desk-
top use with a large screen and a mouse and we are
currently developing versions suitable for mobile device
(PDA) access to the system. We review a design frame-
work for video browsing interface formats and some of
the formats developed for desktop and PDA use, includ-
ing interfaces for the Psion Revo and Compaq iPAQ
PDAs. This work is driven by the need to investigate
how best to include the user in the content specication
and retrieval loop and how to nd the various balance
points between user interaction and system automation.
1 INTRODUCTION
The user interface is key to the acceptance of a media-
related product in the marketplace. All the technology
components can be in place and well integrated, but
their eectiveness for an individual user will be unre-
alised if the user interface is unsuitable. For this reason,
in the development and implementation of the Fschlar
video browsing system, a web-based digital video re-
trieval system for TV programmes, we put substantial
eort into a structured approach for the development
of user interfaces. We have also rolled the system out
to campus-resident users in order to get a broad spec-
trum of usage feedback. The user interface to the sys-
tem was originally designed for desktop use with a large
screen and a mouse. However, we are currently devel-
oping versions suitable for mobile device (PDA) access
to the system to record and browse video content.
Fschlar is a web-based community-access digital
video system with over 600 users within the campus
environment in Dublin City University. The system
allows the user to record broadcast TV programmes,
and facilitates browsing and playback of the recorded
programmes on a web browser. The user can easily
browse eight terrestrial TV channel schedules for today
and tomorrow, arranged in channel, genre, favourites
or personalised recommender form. By simply click-
ing on a programme, they can set the recording. The
system then encodes the programme in MPEG-1 for-
mat when the broadcast time comes. The encoded pro-
gramme is subsequently subjected to automatic cam-
era shot and scene boundary detection to extract rep-
resentative keyframes. These are the visual medium for
the user's interface with video retrieval functions. The
web-based interface allows the user to select one of the
several browsing methods we have developed to see the
keyframes. Clicking on any of the keyframes will pop
up a new window which starts streamed playback of the
video from the clicked keyframe onwards. The video
database system is capable of delivering about 150 in-
dependent video streams.
The Fschlar system is a testbed for our technology
development, wherein any implemented techniques such
as various shot/scene boundary detection algorithms [1],
integration with a programme recommender system [2],
mobile application for video browsing and playback [3],
and various user interface ideas [4] are easily plugged in
to the system and the outcomes visibly demonstrated
to our current user base. Users of the system are an
important element of our work, as they provide new
ideas from their own, real, usage context. The Fschlar
system is further described in O'Connor et al [5] and
in [6].
In recognition of the diversity of users' preferences and
task contexts, we have developed a design framework
for video browsing interfaces that allows us to come up
with many dierent formats of browsing interface. Using
this framework we have implemented 8 dierent browser
formats suitable for a desktop environment. The user
chooses and uses these dierent interface formats ac-
cording to their preferences, and according to their re-
trieval objectives, which vary from time to time | even
within a single user session | and vary from person to
person. As we are presently working on the use of mobile
devices to access the Fschlar system, porting the sys-
tems browsing/playback features to mobile devices has
become an important concern for us. In this paper we
review the application of the browsing interface design
framework to desktop applications and some of the for-
mats developed for desktop Fschlar use are described.
We then show how the framework can also be applied to
design suitable interfaces for handheld personal digital
assistant (PDA) type devices with their small, touch-
sensitive screen and mobile environment use. The resul-
tant PDA video browsing implementations have highly
interactive interfaces, but require relatively less visual
attention and focusing and can be comfortably used in
a mobile situation to browse the multimedia content.
Section 2 briey explains the rationale for developing
the design framework, and summarises the actual frame-
work for keyframe-based browsing interfaces. In section
3, we show how it can be used to design a specic large-
screen-and-mouse desktop browser. In section 4 we ap-
ply general interface design concerns for mobile devices
to the design framework and demonstrate two example
designs suitable for a PDA using the Psion Revo and the
Compaq iPAQ. These, nevertheless, are primarily case
studies. The design priority is to investigate how best
to include the user in the content specication and re-
trieval loop, and how to nd the various balance points
between user interaction and system automation. Sec-
tion 5 concludes with some future directions in video
browsing interface design.
2 DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR VIDEO
BROWSING INTERFACES
One of the main problems in designing a user interface
for a novel system such as a digital video browser is
the lack of prior experience with any directly compa-
rable type of human-computer interaction. Another is
the fact that a single \optimised" interface cannot sat-
isfy everybody, because people come to the system with
dierent aptitudes, attitudes, preferences and task con-
texts. Furthermore, the current trend in technology is
toward a diversication of devices using a single under-
lying system and sharing the same data, such as email
software accessed from an oÆce desktop PC, a PDA or
a mobile phone. This results in the need to design dif-
ferent (though related) user interfaces for dierent de-
vices that are suitable for dierent users and dierent
contexts. To address these problems, there have been
eorts to streamline and turn the fuzzy, unpredictable
and ill-dened interface design approach into a more
structured and formalised process, exemplied by \de-
sign space analysis" [7] and further adapted in various
forms such as Stary [8]. In this approach, roughly the
following steps are followed:
 analyse and identify important elements and alter-
natives in designing an interface, resulting in an ex-
haustive sets of possible design options, or design
space,
 consider the particular environment where the in-
terface in concern is to be used, and
 select a suitable set of options from the design
space.
In this way, designing the functionality of an interface
becomes less of an intuitive, artistic task and more of a
concrete and simple decision-making process where the
designer can come up with many dierent interfaces by
selecting dierent combinations of options suitable for
the target usage. A crucial part in this approach is
the initial construction of the design space and the se-
lection of the right set of options for the target usage.
In designing video keyframe browsing interfaces for the
Fschlar system, we identify three important design di-
mensions (layeredness, temporal orientation and spatial
vs. temporal presentation) and several possible options
or values for each dimension. The detail of the rationale
leading to the selection of these particular dimensions
and the selection of suitable values along each dimen-
sion are discussed in more detail in [9] and [10].
2.1 Layeredness
Keyframes extracted from a video programme are a use-
ful way of providing an overview of the programme con-
tent, but the number of keyframes presented crucially
aects the user's browsing. A large number of keyframes
allows detailed browsing, but is unsuitable for quick
browsing. The layeredness dimension is concerned with
the dierent possible levels of detail or granularity of the
keyframe set and the transition between dierent levels
of granularity. Some of the typical options for this di-
mension are:
Single layer Provides only a single set of keyframes,
whether very detailed or selective;
Multiple layer without navigational link
Provides more than one set of keyframes in a
browser, thus the user can select the granularity
s/he wants in the browsing;
Multiple layer with navigational link Provides
more than one set of keyframes, and the user can
jump between dierent sets of keyframes while
maintaining the current point of browsing.
2.2 Temporal Orientation
The keyframes extracted from video are an ordered set
of images in time. Thus an important concern is what
kind of time information, if any, should be provided to
the user when browsing the keyframe set. Some of the
typical options for this dimension are:
No time information Provides no explicit time infor-
mation regarding each keyframe;
Absolute time Provides exact time information in nu-
meric form (for example, time-stamping a keyframe





















Figure 1: Diagram of a 3-D design space where each axis
represents one of the design dimensions. The positions
in this space of the SWIM hierarchical browser [11],
DVB-VCR [12] and AT&TV [13] are shown.
Relative time Shows the time of the current browsing
point in relation to the whole length of the video
(for example, a timeline bar indicating the current
viewing point).
2.3 Spatial vs. Temporal Presentation
There are two distinctive ways of presenting keyframes
on the screen and the designer has to decide which one
should be adopted for the interface in question:
Spatial presentation This displays many minia-
turised keyframes side by side, allowing quick spa-
tial browsing;
Temporal presentation This displays keyframes one
by one in the manner of a slideshow.
Actually the two modes are not mutually exclusive and
we have in some cases combined both modes in a single
interface format. However, the dierent characteristics
of the two modes become important in particular appli-
cations, so it is important to distinguish them.
3 SPECIFYING A DESKTOP BROWSING
INTERFACE
The three dimensions and their typical options described
above form a design space where the designer selects
one (or more than one) option from each dimension.
Because each design option represents a distinctive de-
sign decision in a dimension, dierent combinations of
options result in distinctive browsing interfaces. This
makes it possible to design all conceivable browsing in-
terfaces within the constraints of the spatial dimensions.
The 3-dimensional space where each axis represents
one of the dimensions described above is shown in Fig-
ure 1. In this space we can locate positions of sev-
eral existing video browsing interfaces, for example, the
SWIM hierarchical browser [11], DVB-VCR [12] and
AT&TV [13]. These interfaces are then seen as choices
within a systematic set of alternatives. By locating a se-
lection of particular points in the space, it is possible to
propose several further well-specied browsing interfaces
that can then be evaluated against the design criteria for
a particular target usage application or task.
An example of such an interface is the Timeline Bar
Browser show in Figure 4. This involves presenting a
xed number of keyframes (24 shown) on one screen.
Then as the user moves the mouse cursor over the time-
line bar at the top, the screen of keyframes ips through
to the next set of (24) keyframes. The timeline bar pro-
vides proper time orientation, as bar increments are pro-
portional to the time covered by the set of 24 keyframes.
Also, the \ToolTip" shows the exact time of the current
screen. User feedback showed the initial implementation
of this interface to be very easy to use, but suggested
that it could be improved by having a \sticky" mouse
pointer so that it is possible to concentrate on keyframes
while moving the mouse over the timeline bar.
A selection of eight dierent interfaces implemented
on the basis of this \space-lling" approach is illustrated
by the icons in Figure 5. More details of the design
criteria that each of these fulls can be found in [9]
and [10]. The Fschlar system for the campus-based
\public" is currently running with a selection of ve dis-
tinctive keyframe browsing interfaces. This reduced set
is to avoid information overload of the users and to focus
our user evaluations on a smaller of variables.
4 SPECIFYING A PDA BROWSING INTER-
FACE
In designing the browsing interfaces to the Fschlar sys-
tem on a PDA, general guidelines and common sense
can be used in this selection process. For example, on
a small, low-resolution screen extensive spatial presen-
tation is not suitable because each keyframe would be
unrecognisably small.
However, apart from the physical limitations of PDA
devices, the mobile PDA user environment is very dif-
ferent from that of the large-screen-and-mouse desktop.
Well-established desktop GUIs are designed to keep the
user looking at the screen with proprioceptive awareness
of the mouse and/or ne hand-eye cursor control [14].
In the mobile environment (in a bus, on the street, on
the metro) the user may be unable to keep focused on
the screen, small visual details can easily be overlooked
and only one hand may be available some of the time.
In our work to date we have designed PDA interfaces
for the Psion Revo and Compaq iPAQ. The Revo has a
480160-pixel landscape touch-sensitive screen with 16
shades of grey. Figure 6 shows one of our designed inter-
faces. The list of available TV video content is displayed
on the right side of the screen, with a scroll bar for right
thumb manipulation, while holding the device with the
same hand. Below the keyframe from the selected pro-
gramme displayed on the left side of the screen there are
two buttons (previous/next) for the user to ip through
keyframes one-by-one, using the left thumb while also
holding the device with the left hand. A timeline bar
beside the buttons shows the current point of brows-
ing in relation to the whole programme. Automatically
ipping through keyframes (true temporal presentation)
would be possible, but it would force the user to keep
concentrating on the screen. Requiring a high degree of
interaction (repeated tapping on the previous and next
buttons) should be okay with only two interaction ob-
jects (buttons) where these are always under the user's
thumb. Note that it is possible interact with the de-
vice using only one hand at either stage of interaction.
When both hands are available, the user can use the
right thumb for scrolling and selecting a TV programme
and the left thumb for ipping through the selected pro-
grammes keyframe content.
Another interface for the Revo is shown in Figure
7 below. This interface is designed for browsing the
keyframes of a single programme, with multiple layers of
keyframes available. With the two buttons on the right
side (up/down buttons), the user can jump between 6
dierent layers, while the layer indicator beside the but-
tons shows the currently selected layer. The top layer
has ten selected keyframes providing an overview of the
whole programme; the bottom layer has the full camera
shot-level set of keyframes (usually 300-700 keyframes);
With the two buttons on the left side (previous/next
buttons), the user can ip through the keyframes in
the currently selected layer. The current temporal posi-
tion in the programme is indicated with the timeline bar
above the buttons. The layers have navigational links
between them, meaning that when the user jumps up
or down a layer, the current point of browsing is main-
tained. This browser is meant to be used with both
hands holding the device and continuously tapping but-
tons in a highly interactive manner as if playing a pocket
video game console.
Examples of the same sort of design approach applied
to the Compaq iPAQ with its more detailed screen and
4,096 colours are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The dif-
ferent screen format dictates a dierent layout, but all
the features met with the Revo are present: a small
number of simple-to-use buttons, single or two-handed
use, scroll-bars and level indicators, textual presentation
used where necessary, but sparingly, and a clear visual
presentation.
In the PDA interface designs, the user has full control
over the displayed information on the screen with the
widgets being very obvious and always in easy reach.
This style makes it acceptable and natural for the user
to casually take attention away from the screen and a
few seconds later focus back on the screen. The inter-
faces were designed in such a way that the user need not
pay careful visual attention or point at a small area in
the middle of the screen, unlike the majority of desk-
top application interfaces. The Revo optionally pro-
vides \tick" sound as aural feedback whenever a screen
is touched. However, mapping the \virtual buttons" on
the above interfaces to physical buttons on the device
would enhance the tactile feedback for the user.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, designing keyframe browsing interfaces
for video in a desktop environment and a PDA environ-
ment is considered, with a specially constructed design
framework as a base. The commercial and research com-
munity are more and more aware of the importance of
recognising people's individual dierences and personal
preferences. In the user interface design eld, attempts
to cater for the diversity makes it diÆcult to have a
single user interface for a system which supports every-
body's needs. Furthermore, the diversication of dif-
ferent devices for very dierent environments makes it
impossible to stick to a single interface to support these
dierent environments. Identifying all possible inter-
face elements and specifying an interface from this list
can be a good starting step for heading toward realis-
ing universal access which supports potentially all users
and their circumstances. This is the rst step toward de-
signs which automatically identify each individual user's
preferences and needs at the time of use, and assemble
suitable interface elements to provide this to the user
dynamically.
Mere technological progress does not guarantee a wide
acceptance of usage of that technology in the end prod-
uct. Numerous failures in usability are found in small,
handheld devices because the same interface paradigm
for the so-far dominant desktop systems were used with-
out further elaborate consideration. It is thus important
to consider in depth the context of the use of the par-
ticular interface in concern.
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